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Ayesha I genuinely don’t know what to put im sorry I love u 

and soryr again that this is so late I hope the hole in ur 

stomach has healed or I’ll have to intervene ong love u again 

*kith* 

 

Ready for funny shit to blow your socks off? Ready for salty satire and socially acceptable shitposting? Look no 

further for the shittiest of shitposting (aside from maybe our musical) from maceng. Pleasure to be here and bitter 

and caustic and awful in public. 

The Plumbline is a satire paper and in no way represents the views of the MES or any of its members. No offense is intended.



 

 

 
when I was a kid, I was talking to my mom in the car. for reference, there 

were 5 of us in the car: me, my mom, my sister, my grandmother, and my 

dad. I guess I was talking a lot, or I was being annoying (two traits that would 

never leave me), because my grandmother said, “children should be seen and 

not heard.” with indignation, I responded, “well grandmothers should not be 

seen or heard.” there was an enduring silence in the car after that statement. as 

I grew up, I outgrew many of my silly tendencies, but the one that stayed with 

me was my incredible inability to a) be filtered and b) shut up. I hope you 

enjoy the shenanigans me and my favourite ass (see figure on the right) 

come up with the next four months as a result of my deficiencies      . 

 

grandmothers should not be seen or heard, 

ayesha 

 

 
Dear Student, 

 

In this world, there’s the ✨Plumbliners✨ and the Plumblinots. 
Considering you are reading this distinctly distinct letter of 

distinction, CONGRATULATIONS! You are a Plumbliner! We don’t associate 

with the Plumblinots because we are the Plumbliners. We’re here. We 

made it. We stand at the forefront of creativity and innovation, 

chugging along on this colossal floating rock in space as 

insignificant Plumbliners who are (thankfully) not as insignificant as 

the Plumblinots.  We’re present and beautiful and presently beautiful 

and this little treasure trove of wonderful, satirical chaos is a 

reflection of what you will be twenty years down the line. Four co-

ops, twenty interviews, a half-ish life crisis, beer belly, comb-over, 

72 prescriptions for back pain medication, two cats, a messy breakup 

and some self-pity down the road isn’t as far as it seems. You’ll sit 

there, looking back on your peak day(s) as a university student, 

reminiscing on a couple funny, shits-for-giggles-with-a-dose-of-toxic-

reality- drabbles of this magazine to find that, indeed, you were and 

still are a Plumbliner. Once and always forever not a Plumblinot. The 

Plumbline has your back, first and foremost, and everything that 
is will and anything that won’t will not be. You’re a Plumbliner, and 

eventually you will realize that nothing will surpass this moment. How 

you get out of that downward spiral is ultimately up to you, but the 

shock and clarity is just what you need. It’s a part of every ride. I 

promise everything will be OK. When, in this ride, have things ever 

not been OK? 

 
Don’t reflect on this too long, 

 
Miguel 



PLUMBOSCOPES
Libra CHEMICAL

     Hey psst hey. Yeah you. Have you ever heard
of the Haber’s process? You have? Let me
remind you again. The Haber’s Process is the
most pivotal invention of the 20th century in which
nitrogen and hydrogen gas produce ammonia,
and it’s actually a chemeng thing, which makes
us really relevant haha. We’re still relevant even
though big oil is dying I swear. We’re actually as
relevant as learning Matlab, which is actually
something we have to do in– hey! Where’d you
go?

Virgin HESE

     Because sometimes engineering’s actually too
much. I too want to keep the ego and pride of a
grungy engineer while living in the highrise
condos of yoga, mindfulness, and conflict
management courses. We still understand the
struggle, just consider it looking at both sides of
the discourse. Oh also, that’ll be $50000 for life-
saving medication. Gotta drive a hard bargain as
an entrepreneur after all (especially when you’ve
got nothing else to put in your med school
application)!

IBIOMEDScorpio
     Oohhh look at me and my accreditationnnnn
I’m even more validated now as a person who
breezed by in high school and hit a brick wall
when I realized school is less   and more 

 like before I was like haha STEM but also bio
but now I’m like I can graduate and be on an
even greater level than my peers and when you
say my program I accept nothing less than the
full: Integrated Biomedical Engineering and
Health Sciences haha so funny

Sagittarius MANAGEMENT

     It basically feels like we’re rocking a double
degree here. The commie cheers were just too
powerful and now here I am! Drive all that hard-
earned co-op money down the Drain while I
invest my money into some dividend stocks and
short the Hamilton housing market. Patrick
Bateman is my inspirational role model. Just call
me a businengineer.

Pisces SOCIETY

     Oh no how bad… everything is so bad and
you don’t even know. There’s so much going on
in the world and we think the hardest part of our
lives is our thermodynamics midterm. If only
there was a way to resolve this inequity and
bring forth some change in this cruel, cold, dark,
and desolate world… Yet I will do my part to
stand back and do my best to understand these
horrors to educate the uneducated. Woe is me
and I am woe… 

Cancer MECHANICAL

     HELP ITS SO BAD WE HAVE THE BEST
FACULTY LOUNGE BUT IM DROWNING IN
WORK HOW WE GONNA DO FNET IS ZERO
AND NOT ZERO IN SEPARATE CLASSES ISNT
STATICS THAT STEVE LACY SONG EVERY
TRUSS SHAPED OBJECT GIVES ME TRAUMA
I NEED TO GET OUT BUT I CANT LEAVE THE
EXIT IS THROUGH THE STUDENT
WORKSHOP AND I FORGOT MY SAFETY
GLASSES LET ME GO THROUGH PLEASE

MasqO
Stamp

MasqO
Stamp

MasqO
Stamp



PLUMBOSCOPES
Aquarius MATERIALS

     Materials? OK so you’re going to want to write
all the streams, yup on the same piece of paper.
Try not to make them so spread apart like- yeah,
no, exactly like that. So like take your pencil, yeah
the one you’re holding, right, there you go. And
just now draw a big, not too small, alright, it
doesn’t work if it’s small, a BIG circle around all
those streams. Yup, perfect. So there, that circle
of all the streams. That is materials. We are
engineering. 

Gemini MECHATRONICS

     Get it? I’m disguised as a unique stream that
totally has my own unique courses and isn’t a
pseudo version of a handful of classes I
blindpicked out of a hat! I am both original and
supreme! But especially the latter because I’m
cracked! Mechanical + Electrical + Software =
ABSOLUTE BADDIES

SOFTWARECapricorn
 01001000 01100001 01101000 01100001

00100000 01111001 01101111 01110101
00100000 01100001 01100011 01110100
01110101 01100001 01101100 01101100
01111001 00100000 01101100 01101111
01101111 01101011 01100101 01100100
00100000 01110100 01101000 01101001
01110011 00100000 01110101 01110000
00100000 01110111 01101000 01100001
01110100 00100000 01100001 00100000
01101110 01100101 01110010 01100100
00100000 01110011 01110101 01100011
01101011 00100000 01101101 01111001
00100000 01100100 01101001 01100111
01101001 01110100 01110011

Aries ENGINEERING PHYSICS

     See: Materials. But better. Oh, and also we
hate life just a little more. But it’s better that way.
Also we’re hot. Like really hot. That’s it. If you
didn’t get your first choice, welcome to the best
club you could’ve been assigned too. 

Taurus CIVIL

     Quite literally the foundation of engineering,
you could say. Do you go into buildings on the
daily? That was us. Concrete’s everywhere. We
can analyze your water if you want. There’d be
no structural integrity to your life if we weren’t
there. Throw some iBio in and you could even
build hospitals. Boom, lives saved. You’re
welcome. 

Leo ELECTRICAL + COMPUTER

     Ah yes… you come seeking the best faculty.
Improve upon your PHYS 1E03 experience and
come join the ECE squad. If highschool circuit
problems didn’t give you enough trauma, we’ll
happily add onto the pain and turmoil (but at least
we’ll TEACH you the material). We welcome all
the software rejects with welcome arms into the
community!

Ophiuchus CS + BTECH

     Just like the 13th Zodiac, everybody
remembers we’re here, right?



STRIKE: MCMASTER'S RELATIONSHIP WITH COMPETITIVE BOWLING
Written by: Matt Wii Sports
    As the days get shorter and the profs get colder, CUPE local 3906 is hosting its long-
time standing bowling competition with McMaster for the first time since 2009. An
unusual tradition between worker and boss, it usually starts when CUPE asks McMaster
if they’d like to pay for the services they demand, and McMaster replies, “sorry, I don’t
speak broke.”
    From there, CUPE extends a polite invitation to bowl at University Lanes, which Mac
will try their best to ignore but eventually succumb to. Because Mac is richer than the
House of Saud and thus has all the funding necessary to avoid losing the bowling comp,
CUPE gets to handicap Mac by blocking the lanes and playing ABBA. Some spectators
find this extremely annoying, and try to run over the lane blockages with nothing but a
car and their astronomical inability to be patient. 
    While our contenders strapped on their clown bowling shoes, CUPE muttered, “You
won’t get away with this,” but Mac didn’t hear CUPE; they were too busy Preventing
The Next Pandemic. If CUPE was grievously injured by this, it doesn’t matter– it’s not
like they could go to the hospital for it (McMaster Children’s Hospital is currently more
overwhelmed and overworked than an ibio student in an anatomy lab). The next step of
the competition involved each player picking a bowling ball. CUPE picked a circular,
spherical ball, which surprises no one as they’ve cultivated an interest in spheres ever
since they started walking in circles in their free time. McMaster picked a classic
maroon-and-grey marbled ball, greased in the fossil fuels they continue to invest $40
million in. As we write, the competition is ongoing, but the best part of the bowling
competition so far has to be when Mac said, “IT’S MCMORBIN’ TIME” and mcmorbed
all over CUPE.
    Truth is, CUPE and Mac have always had a toxic relationship. Other members of
CUPE’s family convince them that they don’t deserve to be mistreated, and when CUPE
confides in Mac that this is something they’re being told, Mac responds by saying, “Did
your little friends tell you that?” Rumour has it CUPE 3906 takes inspiration from CUPE
3903, who played a historically long and extremely titillating bowling competition of 142
days rife with drama and intrigue. Some people CUPE’s age support CUPE’s decision to
host bowling competitions when things go wrong, but others are utterly confused with
this enduring tradition. “I don’t get it!” They say. “It just feels like CUPE is trying to
cause disruptions in Mac’s day to prove that they’re essential to Mac’s continued
success!!”
    At long last, like a twisted academia edition of Toy Story, McMaster stood up from the
bowling table, and said, "I don't want to play with you anymore." Snapping their fingers,
Mac opened a hole in the floor of the bowling alley, and CUPE was swallowed up, never
to strike again.*
*Or at least not for the next 5 years.



Updates from the MES 

New changes and things to look forward to 



Brought to you by the dying remnants of The Plumbline…

B I N G O

SAGM goes off

agenda

Shots fired at

MES

People leave

directly after

quorum

Someone asks

for money

Someone is

denied money

You take a

picture of

someone

sleeping

You catch

someone

drinking

You maintain

eye contact

with a

stranger for

longer than 5

seconds

Someone is

working on an

assignment,

mouse out/

headphones in

Someone

complains

about the

pizza

A motion

doesn’t pass

No one opposes

a motion

because

¯\_(ツ)_/¯

Free Space

Democracy win!

A club/team

you’ve never

heard of or

seen before

presents

Excessive

heckling ensues

Round of

applause

You wonder

why we pay

for a certain

club/team

Someone

referred to by

the wrong title

Someone is

eating an

entire

rotisserie

chicken

Presenter

makes innuendo

CRO bangs

gavel Pizza is late :(

Redsuit revamp

is brought up

Someone is

salty about

Something

SAGM runs OT

(“why is my SAGM bingo black and white??” no money :( if you’d like to support the

plumbline financially please email plumbline@macengsociety.ca for more details #spon)

mailto:plumbline@macengsociety.ca


Ode to Thode

What a bro

Thode gives me life and takes off a load

When I’m ready to fail and internally implode

All these assignments and projects to code

Are done in a breeze so I won’t have to be
disowned

With its greasy, grungy students with spirits
never slowed

Who scream “I love
engineering!” with faces so glowed

It’s bustling floors and iced coffees make me want
to explode

With joy and excitement that spills out and
overflowed

So on this dark, tragic walk down this academic road

With terrible exams that kick me in the
chode

Thode is the shordy who has me feeling
bestowed

With a love for McMaster and it’s wonderful
abode

Bro what happened to the plants ->



 

 

 

I am a cockroach and this is my story. 

See, people get this impression of me being 

this bad guy, some gross, amalgamation of all 

the gross things in the world thrown into this 

one symbol of filth and disgust and health 

violations seen across the world. You want a 

real health violation? Just SMELL the vermin 

that flock into this building, these packs of 

walking trash who’ve never showered or gone 

outside to touch grass. They’re all the same: 

bleary-eyed in their pompous leather jackets 

groaning about being unable to search up the solutions for their homework assignments 

online, talking about consuming these horrid fermented hops while getting some tacky piece 

of jewelry. They crowd the lines, never get any vegetables with their pastas or chicken 

strips with fries (like, I’m a literal roach but at least I’m a fan of nutrients) and always yell 

these obnoxious chants and cheers into everyone’s faces. I mean, please elaborate: how ARE 

you saving the world? Are you leading literal blind people? Are they blind to the treacheries 

of society? Are they too going to take a cushy industry job with a toxic workplace 

environment to gain “experience” or whatever it is you need to get by and up on out of here? 

Because hey, be my guest and leave my people alone! 

 

They just seem to be 

EVERYWHERE on campus! Stinking up 

study rooms, sleeping on the benches, 

eating the chicken Caesar that’s the 

only good food to grab in this whole 

joint. You think we’re the ones being 

horrid and obnoxious but I’m here to 

say that narrative is compete and 

utter lies. You all think you own the 

place with your big attitudes and 

comedy as a coping mechanism but we 

exist too. All we want to do is co-

exist, to soak in a week’s worth of filth and 

procrastinate life as well! I’m tired of the same old story getting turned around into not 

being adequate or on anybody’s level because we don’t have the reputation that you all have. 

We’re cockroaches and we exist too. All we want is harmony and a place to call our own and 

so I ask in a desperate plea: Please don’t exterminate us. We belong here too. 



 

 



 

 

Breathing exercise to try during your exam: 

1. Take a series of slow, deep breaths 

2. Take another series of deep breaths and 

gradually pick up the pace 

3. Repeat step 2 until you’re breathing 

rapidly and uncontrollably (extra points if 

this exercise triggers a full blown panic 

attack!) 



 



 

 

Opinion: Should the Redsuit Revamp Include Replacing the Catholic 
Church? 
 
Yet again, there seems to be some sort of discourse on what the future of 
the beloved Redsuits should be. Many are pining for the inclusivity that 
other universities give their engineering students, but in my opinion, 
the move to have a more inclusive and accepting Redsuit culture is a 
step in the wrong direction. It simply does not encompass the values the 
Redsuits are known for– a better direction for the Redsuits would be 
replacing the Catholic Church on campus for those maceng kiddos who 
are freshly moved out and, like me, are questioning the Catholic 
education they’ve been fed their entire life. Here’s a list of 25 qualifying 
traits and skills that the Redsuits have that would make them the 
perfect replacement. 
 
1. Sacred in culture 
2. Helps out with youth 

ministry and mentorship 
3. Lots of retreats 
4. Superiority complex 
5. Fun robes 
6. “Inclusive”, but is exclusive 

enough for people to want to 
join for the wrong reasons 

7. Nepotism Rightfully chosen 
people 

8. Hands out crackers during 
tough times 

9. Disciples used to have fun 
times on beaches 

10. Supports the community 
11. Ritualistic; almost cult-like  
12. Lots of chanting and 

repetition 
13. “Bad” songbooks 
14. Lots of old guys at the top 

15. “Group drinking traditions” 
16. Most engineers don’t care 

that much about them 
17. Historically and 

predominantly white 
18. Secretive 
19. Not a democracy 
20. “you should be grateful 

you’re even here!” 
21. Extremely charitable 
22. Weekly meetings 
23. Wine bags 
24. People sacrifice their self-

dignity trying to get in 
25. Averse to change 



Who are we?

Engineers!

Who?

Comp sci!

Who?

B. Tech!

Who?

iBio!

Who?

STEM majors!

Who?

Burnouts with imposter syndrome!

Who?

Pursuers of a program who managed to do well in science and math in highschool!

Who?

Victims of an education system that will be reeling from financial burden for years

to come!

Who?

Seekers of a co-op that have an average GPA, no experience or connections,

terrible social skills, and a perpetual habit of comparing ourselves to other people in our

streams!

Who?

Slaves to corporate enterprises that pride themselves on making sustainable

technologies when in fact they’re more focused on turning a profit and disgusing the

reality that the world is a terrible place!

Who?



Followers of a life sold to us by grown-ups and the society around us who were told

that the only way we’ll get a job is by losing a part of ourselves that really mattered!

Traders of music, art, reading, writing, and passions for the security of a job! Scared and

lonely and desperate people who hope that what we end up doing matters to somebody,

anybody, if not ourselves, to somebody that will care about the world when all we wanted

to do was to learn a song or make another poem or paint a portrait of your friends who

always used to say you are so talented I hope you never stop drawing and that part of you

wanted so badly to keep that promise to your younger self and now you are here and a

poorly placed water bottle has drenched your entire past and you can feel the faint breath

of a dream still with so much to give close to your chest as you turn to throw your

notebook in the garbage and it is cold and it is tired and it needs know that it mattered to

somebody, anybody, if not ourselves.

Why?

We don’t know.

Why?

We’re engineers.
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